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Teddy is 
going to have 
radiotherapy

Meet Teddy...

Let’s follow Teddy’s Journey from 
making his mask to ringing the bell!



Before Teddy started his journey, some 

people called Play Specialists met him in 

hospital. Together they played games and 

made crafts. They also helped Teddy when 

he felt poorly. 
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made crafts. They also helped Teddy when 

he felt poorly. 
    How many paint brushes can you coun

t?

Meeting the 
play specialists...



The Play Specialists are lots of fun. They 

spent a lot of time with Teddy and went 

with him to all of his appointments. Teddy 

also met a Support Radiographer who 

helped to look after him and answer his 

questions.

  What’s your favourite game?
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Teddy arrived at Weston Park Hospital. He gave 

his name to the people at the reception desk 

and met some new people who were going to 

make his mask.
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Having the mask 
made...



Teddy waited in reception and watched 

the fish swimming about.

Can you count how many f sh are in the tank?
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Teddy was 

collected from the 

waiting room and 

taken to the mould 

room to have his 

mask made.
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How many smiley faces can you count?

The people in the mould room were 

very friendly and explained to Teddy 

what was going to happen.
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Teddy was asked to climb onto a special 

bed and lie very still. Teddy thought it was 

like playing sleeping lions.

Have you played sleeping lions before? How still can you stay?
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The bed was raised into 

the air. Teddy thought 

this was fun and a bit 

like flying. The people 

in the mould room 

made him feel safe and 

comfortable.
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     Can you see what colour it is?

Teddy saw a light  being 

switched on. This was to make 

sure he was lying in a straight 

line.
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Here he is lying on a vac bag. He said it was 

like lying on a bean bag. When all the air is 

sucked out it keeps its shape. This may be 

used on its own or with a mask as well.
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The mould room people told Teddy that 

some children have a vac bag to help them 

keep still. Teddy wanted to try this out. 



When Teddy was ready, the 

mask was put into a small bath 

of warm water.

This made the yellow 

bit go all stretchy!
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After a few minutes 

the mask was taken 

out of the bath and 

dried off.
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The mask was taken over to 

Teddy and held above his head. 
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Everyone counted to three, and then 

the mask was stretched over Teddy’s 

face. Teddy heard some loud pops as 

the mask was clipped into place.

Teddy thought it felt a bit strange 

but it was nice and warm.
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Teddy thought it felt a bit strange 

but it was nice and warm.

Maybe you could practice with a warmdamp towel at home!



The people in the mould room 

spoke to Teddy the whole time 

and told him what was happening.
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Teddy said it didn’t hurt but it 

did feel strange.



Once the mask was on, Teddy felt the people 

in the mould room shape the mask around his 

face.

He could feel them 

touching around his 

ears, chin, nose and 

eyes.
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When the mask had been moulded to 

Teddy’s face, fans were used to cool 

it down. This was to make sure that 

it kept its shape for the next time he 

needed to wear it. 

A few minutes later, Teddy heard some 

more loud pops and the mask was lifted  

away from his face. 
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Teddy thought his mask looked really 

good and he tried it on himself! He 

was now ready for the next step of 

his journey...
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The CT Scan...
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Teddy was taken to the CT scanner which 

looked like a giant polo mint! He was asked 

to lie down on the bed just like before and 

wear his mask while he was being scanned.

Teddy lay down on the bed and put 

his mask on. It was clipped into place 

and he heard the pops again.
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Teddy wanted to close his eyes for 

some of it to make him feel better. 

Teddy said that this helped.

Teddy kept very still and the bed was moved 

closer to the machine. People were talking to 

him the whole time which made him feel calm.

Teddy was asked if he felt 

comfortable and if everything felt ok.
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When Teddy was ready, everybody left the room 

and watched him through the window.

He listened to his favourite songs which helped 

him to relax.

Teddy could hear the 

music playing and people 

talked to him through 

the speakers while the 

scan was being done.
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   Do you have a favourite song?



Teddy heard the machine start and thought 

it sounded like a washing machine.

Swoosh, swoosh!

The bed moved in and out a few times which 

only took a little while.
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Before he knew it, the mask was 

taken off and Teddy’s scan was 

finished. He was given an extra 

special present for being so good 

and chose some stickers and a 

bead.

After the CT scan 

Teddy was able to go 

home.
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Teddy’s name was put onto 

his mask so only he could 

wear it.

The CT scan took special 

pictures of Teddy. The Doctor 

drew on these to show the 

planning team exactly where 

the treatment needed to go.

Planning Teddy’s radiotherapy...

Whilst Teddy was at home waiting for his 

treatment to start, lots of things were 

happening to make sure that when Teddy came 

back to Weston Park Hospital everything was 

ready for him.
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The planning team at 

Weston Park then worked 

out the best treatment for 

Teddy.

Teddy also saw his Doctor with 

his friends and family to talk 

about his treatment and sign 

some forms.

Teddy’s mask was painted 

for him. Teddy decided he 

wanted to be a superhero.
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Design your own mask!...

Colour it in! You could be a princess, a pirate, a lion or even a butterf y!
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This is Teddy’s mask, do you want 
to be a superhero on yours?



Radiotherapy...
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Teddy came back to Weston Park Hospital for 

the first day of his radiotherapy treatment. Just 

like before, Teddy gave his name at the reception 

desk and listened for them to call his name.

Someone called a Radiographer collected Teddy 

from the waiting room and took him to the 

treatment machine. His friends and family came 

too.

Someone called a Radiographer collected Teddy 

How many f sh can you see this time?
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First, Teddy had a look at the computers 

used to do his treatment. Teddy could see 

the machine inside the room on the screens.
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There was also a button that let the 

Radiographers talk to Teddy while he was in 

the room. Teddy said it’s like being on TV!

What’s your favourite TV show?
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There was a chart on the wall with Teddy’s 

name on it. He could put a sticker next to his 

name after every treatment. Teddy was very 

excited to choose his first sticker. 

Teddy saw his mask had been painted and it 

made him feel like a real superhero when he 

wore it.
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made him feel like a real superhero when he 

wore it.
What superhero would you like to be?



Teddy says it’s ok to tell the person in the 

treatment room if the mask feels uncomfortable. 

They will then make sure it fts right.

Teddy wore his mask every time he had a treatment 

so he was in the same position every day.
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Inside the room Teddy could see a big machine. 

He was shown how the lights in the room were 

turned on and off to show the green lines. 

Teddy was also shown how the machine would 

move around him.
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What’s the biggest machine you’veever seen?



Teddy climbed onto the bed 

and lay in the same position 

he had when he came the 

first time. He heard the 

pops again as his mask was 

clicked into place.

1 pop, 2 pops, 3 pops!
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The lights were 

turned off and 

the bed was raised 

into the air and 

moved closer to the 

machine.

The green lasers were 

turned on and used to 

match up with some 

crosses on his mask.
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        Can you see the lasers?
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Just like with the CT scan, everyone had 

to leave the room but they watched and 

talked to Teddy from outside the room.

Teddy felt ok as he could hear people 

talking to him and knew that they 

could see him on the cameras.



Teddy was now ready for his 

treatment...

He picked a song to listen to and had 

some disco lights in the room as well.

He could hear the machine move 

around him. Teddy kept very still the 

whole time and he didn’t feel a thing.

around him. Teddy kept very still the 

He picked a song to listen to and had 

some disco lights in the room as well.
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Would you like disco lights too?



Teddy’s treatment only took a few 

minutes and then everyone came back 

into the room as his mask was taken off. 
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Teddy had to go back to the hospital and have 

radiotherapy a few more times. How many 

times you need to visit is different for everyone. 

It made him feel a bit poorly and tired but he 

was told it was ok and he would feel better soon.
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Teddy was very good and lay still for all of his 

treatments and he finally got to ring the bell 

when his course of treatments were over!



Teddy’s last radiotherapy 
Celebrations...

Everybody clapped and cheered as Teddy rang the 

bell. Teddy was now ready to go home. He still has 

regular check-ups with his Doctors at the hospital 

after finishing his treatment.

Well done Teddy!
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